“It’s about entrepreneurship. It’s about thinking long term and not just about yourself.”

Dr Maja Baumann
Member of the Board of Directors as a representative of the fourth generation of the Vontobel family

What does corporate responsibility actually mean?

Vontobel uses only recycled paper for printing. It takes about 1.5 times less energy and 2.5 times less water to produce recycled paper than it does to produce paper from fresh fiber. Recycled paper also cuts greenhouse gas emissions by more than 20%. We offset the remaining emissions with various CO2 projects around the world.

vontobel.com/responsibility
**Corporate Responsibility at a Glance**

**Environment**
- Climate-neutral since 2009
- Donation of electronic equipment to charitable institutions
- Founding member of the Swiss Climate Foundation

**Investing**
- Pioneer in the field of sustainable investing since the 1990s
- Vontobel manages over CHF 30 billion of sustainable assets
- Numerous international awards for our sustainable investment solutions
- Founding member of the Swiss Sustainable Finance (SSF) association

Learn more: vonotbel.com/sustainability-report

**Social**
- Member of the Corporate Support Group of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
- "A New Gaze" photography prize for young contemporary artists with the Swiss National Museum